 We have begun planning our next steps
Path Forward
 Non-DOE sites -We will seek 100% retrieval -Source retrievals will be arranged through the National Isotope Development Center -Isotope Business Office at ORNL -Retrieved sources will be placed in the ORNL Cf-252 storage pool -Customer is expected to pay shipping costs for returns
• Will work with customer individually to arrange for shipping -One return shipment/site for nearly all locations -Prioritized return schedule will be developed -ORNL has Type A casks that may be used for retrievals
 DOE sites -We will seek 100% accountability -Sites will be given several options
• Return unwanted sources to ORNL at their own cost • Directly dispose of unwanted sources • Keep wanted sources -Sources not returned to us must be transferred to another DOE program -Source transfers would be done on paper, so may be done relatively quickly -Physical source returns will be handled in priority order along with returns from non-DOE sites
